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Abstract—Pattern extraction algorithms are enabling insights
into the ever-growing amount of today’s datasets by translating
reoccurring data properties into compact representations. Yet,
a practical problem arises: With increasing data volumes and
complexity also the number of patterns increases, leaving the analyst with a vast result space. Current algorithmic and especially
visualization approaches often fail to answer central overview
questions essential for a comprehensive understanding of pattern
distributions and support, their quality, and relevance to the
analysis task. To address these challenges, we contribute a visual
analytics pipeline targeted on the pattern-driven exploration
of result spaces in a semi-automatic fashion. Specifically, we
combine image feature analysis and unsupervised learning to
partition the pattern space into interpretable, coherent chunks,
which should be given priority in a subsequent in-depth analysis.
In our analysis scenarios, no ground-truth is given. Thus, we
employ and evaluate novel quality metrics derived from the
distance distributions of our image feature vectors and the
derived cluster model to guide the feature selection process. We
visualize our results interactively, allowing the user to drill down
from overview to detail into the pattern space and demonstrate
our techniques in a case study on biomedical genomic data.
Index Terms—Pattern Analysis, Pattern-Driven Exploration,
Quality Metrics, Visual Analytics, User Guidance

I. I NTRODUCTION

valuable insights into their object of research. Hence, pattern
mining in databases becomes more and more important but
due to growing data sizes and complexity also increasingly
challenging. Even when a suitable detection method is applied,
patterns may be tough to interpret. Often hundreds or thousands
of patterns are found, leaving it unclear which of them encode
valuable information for the application domain, and how much
support they have in the data.
To cope with these challenges, we contribute a stepwise
analysis approach (see Figure 1), allowing to maintain overview
in large and heterogeneous pattern-spaces. Given a set of
found patterns and their visual representation we apply an
image-based feature extraction to each pattern and cluster
resulting vectors in a hierarchical manner. To evaluate the
most suitable feature extractor, we calculate quality metrics on
feature vector distribution and clustering results. The clustered
pattern space can then be visually explored by interactively
browsing the hierarchy, from overview to detail. While we
believe the ideas of our approach to be generic, we focus
on patterns in scatterplots and adjacency matrices, a common
sub-problem in pattern mining.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Pattern analysis is becoming an increasingly important topic Section II discusses related work in the fields of feature
in many research domains ranging from natural sciences with extraction as well as automated and interactive visual pattern (subjects of physics, chemistry, and biology, to social sciences space) mining. We present the concept of our analysis pipeline
such as economics, public health, and sociology. Often, pattern in Section III, and subsequently outline our prototypical
analysis focuses on relationships between objects or phenomena. implementation in Section IV. After that, in Section V, we
For example, in genomics, biomedical researchers study pair- exemplarily evaluate our concept by instantiating the process
wise physical interactions between regions on the genomes [11]. in a case study on biomedical genomic data. We conclude by
They are interested in areas that are frequently in close discussing limitations and future work in Section VI.
contact, forming re-occurring structures [26], to understand
the functional consequence of the spatial organization of the
II. R ELATED W ORK
genome. Sociologists study connection and diffusion patterns
in social networks [6] to understand information spreading and
Our approach combines (A) feature extraction methods to
human relationships. In the transportation domain movements cluster frequently appearing visual patterns and enables (B)
are analyzed to reveal frequent traffic patterns between cities pattern space exploration using advanced navigation techniques.
and suburbs and optimize the infrastructure accordingly [54]. To evaluate feature extraction and clustering we adapt quality
Thanks to sensor, recording, and storage technology nowa- metrics (C). Hence, related work discussed in the following is
days, scientists can rely on large datasets that may comprise threefold.

